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Abstract: Objective: To explore the application value of mobile cabin hospitals in combating COVID-19 outbreak.
Methods: The basic clinical data, the number of admission, CT scan, novel coronavirus nucleic acid testing results
were collected and calculated. The operational elements of running this temporary hospital were reviewed from
its construction to closing. Results: Wuhan Hanyang Mobile Cabin Hospital was transformed from Hall B1 of Wuhan International Expo Center. With a total of 930 beds in this temporary hospital, 1,028 patients were admitted,
among them, 598 patients were cured, and 430 patients were transferred to designated hospitals in the special
period. Totally, 1,206 mobile CT scan were conducted. 2,295 novel coronavirus nucleic acid tests were performed,
among which, 1,032 tests showed two continuous negative results, 924 tests with one negative, while 302 tests
with positive result (13.16%). No nosocomial infection of working staff was found due to the conduction of multiple
measures. The patients’ livelihoods were well safeguarded in mobile cabin hospitals. Conclusion: The mobile cabin
hospital compulsory quarantine for mild patients can serve as an alternative method to combat COVID-19.
Keywords: Infectious diseases, novel coronavirus, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), mobile cabin hospitals,
prevention and control measures

Introduction
At the end of 2019, there was an outbreak of
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) epidemic
in Wuhan, China. Due to its long incubation
period, atypical symptoms, multiple organ dysfunction, and insufficient medical resources in
the early stages, the mortality rate of COVID-19
was estimated at 6%-10% [1-5]. Furthermore,
COVID-19 displayed an unprecedented rate of
transmission, with a basic reproduction number (R0) of about 2-3, hence the number of
cases rose sharply from 41 cases on December
30, to 14,557 on February 3, including 14,411

cases in China and 146 cases in 22 other countries [6-9]. This situation led to a series of problems, such as a shortage of hospital beds,
intense pressure on medical resources, and an
overflow of patients in the designated hospitals. In the early stage of the epidemic outbreak, the Chinese government adopted home
quarantine measures for patients with mild
symptoms. However, outbreaks in familial clusters became one of the major routes of transmission at the later stage, and the previous
home quarantine approach failed to effectively
control the epidemic [3]. The disease continued
spreading within households, which became
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tine and treatment. Those
who didn’t met the criteria
were transferred to designated hospital. The number of admissions, clinical
data, the number of CT
scanning, and novel coronavirus nucleic acid testing
results were collected and
retrospectively analyzed.
The patients who met the
discharge criteria were
discharged.
Admission criteria: According to the “Workbook of
Mobile Cabin Hospitals (Third Edition)” released by the
Bureau of Hospital Administration, Department of
Medical Administration, NaFigure 1. Demographics of newly diagnosed and cured cases, cumulative diagtional Health Commission
noses and cured cases over time in Wuhan.
of China, mild and common
cases without chronic dismajor sources of infection. This vicious cycle
eases like hypertension, diabetes, coronary
heart disease, malignant tumors, structural
sustained the spread of COVID-19, resulting in
lung disease, pulmonary heart disease, immuan ongoing exponential growth of new and susnosuppression and history of mental illness,
pected cases (Figure 1, data from the daily
having self-care ability and independent ambunews announced by Chinese National Health
lation were admitted to mobile cabin hospitals.
Commission). Moreover, due to insufficient
The criteria of life sign were as follows: restingmedical resources, a large number of patients
state finger pulse oximetry SpO2 >93% and
were unable to receive effective treatment,
respiratory rate <30 breaths/min [13]. Those
which increased the mortality rate [10-12].
who did not meet the criteria were transferred
On February 3, 2020, Mobile Cabin Hospital
to the designated hospital.
(MCH) policy were conducted by China’s central
Discharge criteria: Relying on Diagnosis and
government to cut off the sources of infection
Treatment Protocol for Novel Coronavirus
and prevent the deterioration of patients’ conPneumonia (Trial Version 7, China) [14], patients
ditions, thus curbing the epidemic. The sowho improved significantly underwent nucleic
called mobile cabin hospitals were originally
acid test and CT scan based on clinical presenwartime field hospitals built by converting large
tations. Discharged criteria were as follows.
sports centers and exhibition centers for the
[14]. (1) Normal body temperature lasted for
purposes of receiving refugees, which is not on
more than three days. (2) Respiratory sympthe purpose for infectious diseases. This study
toms were improved significantly. (3) Pulmonary
intended to report the construction and fundaimaging showed significant decline of inflammental contents of running MCH for this epimation. (4) Two consecutive negative nucleic
demic disease, so as to provide useful experiacid test results (sampling interval at least 24
ences for combatting COVID-19.
h).
Methods
Novel coronavirus nucleic acid testing in
Hanyang MCH was performed by KingMed
Study design and participants
Diagnostics Company. Mobile CT (Shanghai
The patients who met admission criteria were
United Imaging HealthCare Co. ltd) was installed
admitted to Hanyang MCH for central quaranand put into use for the hospitalized patients.
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A total of 1,028 patients infected with COVID19 were enrolled, excluding 192 patients who
were transferred to the designated hospital
upon admission due to severe status or basic
diseases, only 836 patients were treated in
Hangyang MCH.
Data collection
The daily number of patients that admitted in
and discharged from all mobile cabin hospitals
in Wuhan and the number of newly diagnosed,
cumulative diagnosed, newly cured and cumulative cured patients in Wuhan were from
Chinses official news released data. The basic
clinical data, the number of admissions, CT
scan, novel coronavirus nucleic acid testing
results were collected and calculated. The
operational elements of running this temporary
hospital were reviewed from its construction
to closing. The ethics committee of Fujian
Provincial Hospital (approval number: K202005-018) approved this study.
Statistical analysis
All data were analyzed with the SPSS 23 software. The data of continuous parameters were
expressed as mean (variance), or median (interquartile range, IQR). Daily dynamic data were
described by mapping function in the 2016
EXCEL form, the bar accumulation map was
used for the number of newly diagnosed cases,
admission cases, discharged cases and transferred cases in Hanyang MCH, the column
accumulation diagram was used for the number of newly diagnosed cases, cumulative diagnosed cases, newly cured and cumulative
cured cases in Wuhan and also the number of
daily CT and nucleic acid test in Hanyang MCH.
The structure of Hanyang MCH and diagrammatic sketch of the three districts and two
channels were illustrated by 2017 PHOTOSHOP
software, and the internal structure sketch
map of Hanyang MCH was illustrated by 2016
EXCEL table.
Results
The total situation of MCH and the COVID-19
cases following the time in Wuhan
From February 3 to March 10, a total of 14
mobile cabin hospitals were set up and used in
China, providing 12,365 beds [15]. All of these
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mobile cabin hospitals had been in operation
for 35 days as of the writing of this paper, and a
total of 11,309 patients had received treatment (The specific names of the mobile cabin
hospitals, the number of beds, and the number
of patients admitted are listed in Table 1 [16]).
The using of mobile cabin hospitals had shown
a significant effect on reducing transmission
and slowing down the growth rate of new cases
(Figure 1). Since they had operated for an incubation period of 14 days, the newly diagnosed
cases dropped significantly. After two incubation periods, the number of new cases had
gradually fallen to less than 10 cases. In addition, with an increase in the number of recovered patients, the number of currently confirmed cases decreased substantially (Figure
1). As a result, the trend of a rapid spreading
was curbed quickly.
The structures and performance of Hanyang
MCH
Location selection and ward layout description:
Wuhan Hanyang Mobile Cabin Hospital was
transformed from Hall B1 of Wuhan International Expo Center (Figure 2A). Hanyang MCH
was located in Hall B1, while the headquarter
was set in Hall A1, which was in the upstream
of Hall B1 and considered as clean zone. There
were some measures taken before it began to
run in order to prevent the cross infection of
medical staff and patients and ensure the
smooth operation (Figure 2). Firstly, the path to
enter or leave the MCH of medical staff (blue
arc line with arrow) was designed to be separated from that for patients (red arc line with
arrow) (Figure 2A). Secondly, three zones and
two passageways were set up in MCH to facilitate the management of hospital infection control. (1) Two passage ways for doctors and for
patients were separated. (2) The three zones
were named as contaminated zone (red), buffer
zone (yellow), and clean zone (outside the MCH,
not shown). The contaminated zone contained
preview triage area and the ward. In the buffer
zone where doctors’ passageway was located,
there was an entry channel (a) for donning PPE
(1 changing room, 1 buffer rooms) and an exit
channel (b) for doffing PPE. The exit channel
had the first buffer room, the first doffing room,
the second doffing room, and the second buffer
room (Figure 2B). While the area outside the
Hall B1, for example, Hall A1 was designated as
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Table 1. The specific names of mobile cabin hospitals, the number of beds, and the number of patients admitted in the mobile cabin hospitals
in Wuhan
Mobile Cabin Hospital Names

Locations

Competent organization

Other Units

Wuchang Mobile Cabin Hospital

Hongshan Stadium

Hubei Provincial People’s Hospital

NEMRT and local medical
teams

Jianghan Mobile Cabin Hospital

Wuhan International Consultation
Center

Dongxi Lake Mobile Cabin Hospital

Beds Patients

Patients
Cured and
Discharged

Cabin
Cabin
Opening Closing
Time
Time

784

1,124

833

Feb.5th

Mar.10th

Affiliated Hospital of Huazhong
3 NEMRT and 5 local mediUniversity of Science and Technology, cal teams
Tongji Medical College

1,524

1,848

1,327

Feb.5th

Mar.9th

Wuhan Living Room Culture Expo
Center

Central South Hospital of Wuhan
University

3 NEMRT and 5 local medical teams and mobile P3
laboratories

1,461

1,760

868

Feb.7th

Mar.8th

Hanyang Mobile Cabin Hospital

Wuhan International Expo Center

Maternal and Child Health Hospital
of Hubei Province

2 NEMRT and 2 provincial
medical teams and imaging
teams

930

1,028

598

Feb.11th

Mar.8th

Qiaokou Mobile Cabin Hospital

Qiaokou Wuhan Sports Center

The Third People’s Hospital of Hubei
Province

1 NEMRT and Shanxi
medical Team

200

330

232

Feb.11th

Mar.9th

Huangpi Mobile Cabin Hospital

Huangpi District Gymnasium

Huangpi District People’s Hospital

Hubei Medical Team

200

222

156

Feb.11th

Mar.7th

Jiangan Mobile Cabin Hospital

Tazi Lake Sports Center

Hubei Province Traditional Chinese
Medicine Hospital

2 NEMRT and 2 provincial
medical teams and mobile
P3 laboratories

900

1,011

760

Feb.12th

Mar.5th

Wuhan Jingkai Mobile Cabin Hospital

Wuhan Sports Center

Hannan Hospital

2 NEMRT and 2 provincial
medical teams and mobile
P3 laboratories

1,000

1,056

875

Feb.12th

Mar.8th

Castle Peak Mobile Cabin Hospital

WISCO Sports Center

Wuhan Ninth Hospital

1 NEMRT and 1 provincial
medical team

388

519

330

Feb.13th

Mar.9th

Optics Valley Convention and Exhibition
Center Mobile Cabin Hospital

Wuhan Optics Valley Technology
Exhibition Center, 1st floor

Optics Valley, Tongji Hospital,
Huazhong University of Science and
Technology

1 and 4, provincial medical
teams1 and 4 provincial
medical teams

840

875

691

Feb.17th

Mar.6th

Zhuankou Mobile Cabin Hospital

Logistics warehouse in south area Wuhan Asia Heart Hospital and
of private industrial park of Wuhan Wuhan Asia Heart General Hospital
Economic Development Zone

1 and 5 provincial medical
teams

,996

990

576

Feb.15th

Mar.7th

Donghu Rihai Mobile Cabin Hospital

Former Rihai Industrial Park of
Wuhan Midland Group

Hubei Provincial People’s Hospital

NEMRT andprovincial medical teams

3690

NA

NA

NA

NA

Jianghan Jingkai Mobile Cabin Hospital

Jianghan Economic Development
Zone

Affiliated Hospital of Huazhong
1 NEMRT and 3 provincial
University of Science and Technology, medical teams
Tongji Medical College

682

281

207

Feb.21th

Mar.8th

Hanyang Sports School Mobile Cabin
Hospital

Wuhan Sports School

Maternal and Child Health Hospital
of Hubei Province

1,160

265

NA

Feb.21th

Mar.8th

1 NEMRT and 5 provincial
medical teams

Note: NEMRT: National Emergency Medical Rescue Team, which is from the entire country except Hubei Province. All of these data were based on the “Workbook of China’s Mobile Cabin Hospitals (Third Edition)” published by Bureau of
Hospital Administration, Department of Medical Administration, National Health Commission of China, Medical Management Service Guidance Center of National Health Commission, China and data announced by Wuhan official press [18].
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Figure 2. Location and structure of Wuhan Hanyang Mobile Cabin Hospital. Note: (A) Map displaying the structure of
Wuhan International Expo Center and Location of Hanyang Mobile Cabin Hospital; (B) Graphic display of the design
of Hanyang Mobile Cabin Hospital (Hall B1); (C) The internal structure of the ward. PPE: personal protective equipment.

the clean zone, and used as working area.
Thirdly, in the middle of buffer area, a temporary CT reading area was set to facilitate the
clinician to read patient’s chest imaging (Figure
2B). Lastly, in front of the MCH, in the patients’
pathway, there were two mobile CT scanners
for patients’ imaging test with a waiting area in
a tent. On the left, there was a simple clinical
laboratory for blood testing that had been
transformed from a convenience store.
Ward layout and requirements for medical
staff: There were 48 units which consisted of
18-22 beds in each unit, making up a total of
930 beds in the ward. The general ward was
divided into A and B parts, managed by
Shandong medical team and Sichuan medical
team, respectively. The Nurse Station was
located in the central part, on the opposite side
facing the Nurse Station, there were the intensive care unit (ICU), the Drug House, and the
3136

material storage room. There were reading
room and activity area in the front of the ward,
while at the back, it was equipped with the storage area (Figure 2C).
Space between beds was at least 1-1.5 m,
Shandong and Sichuan Medical Team managed 465 beds, respectively [17]. Each team
had about 300 medical staff including 100 physicians and 200 nurses who were divided into
several groups. Therefore, the ratio of physicians to the nurses to patients was approximately 1:2:5. Every team had several groups for
shifting works in MCH. The medical group leader (second-line physician) in each group managed the entire patients, and each front-line
physician managed about 40 patients, hence
at least 12 physicians were needed for each
shift in each medical group. Additionally, special hospital infection teams were also established, scheduled for four shifts per day and
Am J Transl Res 2022;14(5):3132-3142
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four stations per shift,
which included contaminated zones, semi-contaminated zones, buffer zones
and cleaning stations.

Figure 3. Trend of Patients undergoing hospitalization, admission, transfer and
discharge in Hanyang Mobile Cabin Hospital.

Figure 4. Graph showing the number of nucleic acid detections and CT scan of
COVID-19 performed every day. Note: (A) Graph showing the number of nucleic
acid detections; (B) Graph displaying the number of chest CT scans performed
every day.
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The admission and operation of Hanyang Mobile
Cabin Hospital: With a total
of 930 beds in Hanyang
MCH, 1,028 patients were
treated, 598 patients were
cured, and 430 patients
were transferred to designated hospitals before the
MCH was closed. As shown
in Figure 3, large number of
patients were admitted at
an early time on Feb 11,
due to the outbreak being
at an early stage, the
mobile cabin hospital filled
up rapidly in just four days.
2,295 novel coronavirus
nucleic acid tests were
performed, among which,
there were 1,032 tests of
two consecutive negative
results, 924 tests of one
negative results, and 302
tests of positive (13.16%).
In Figure 4A, the results
indicated there were about
30-120 patients who met
discharge criteria with two
negative nucleic acid tests
each day. The positive rate
of nucleic acid detection of
COVID-19 was determined
to be about 10-17%.
A total of 1,206 mobile CT
scans were conducted for
the patients. It indicated
the demand for daily CT
scan increased every week
according to requirements
of evaluation of clinical
effects, there were on average about 60-120 CT scans
performed, with the maximum number of CT scans
being at about 160 times
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Table 2. Population baseline data of the patients in Hanyang Mobile Cabin Hospital
Cases Constituent
(N=836) ratio (%)

Population baseline data
Gender
Man

384

45.93

Female

452

54.07

Age (year, y)
<18

7

0.84

738

88.28

91

10.89

The first nucleic acid test after admission was negative

715

85.53

The first nucleic acid test was positive after admission

121

14.47

Nucleic acid was negative at the first admission and positive in the retest

35

4.19

18-65
≥65
Nucleic acid detection results

The median (P25, P75) (The time from positive nucleic acid detection to negative two consecutive nucleic acid
results. (n=397) (day, d)

10.00 (8.00, 15.00)

Outcome
Patients transferred to designated hospital due to basic disease or not reaching the discharge standard before the
Hanyang MCB hospital being closed

439

52.51

Patients hospitalized and treated in Hanyang MCB hospital until they were discharged after reaching the discharge
standard

397

47.49

The median (P25, P75) (Time from admission to discharge (n=397) (day, d)

18.00 (12.00, 21.00)

Note: In addition to the 192 patients who were transferred to the designated hospital upon admission, a total of 836 patients were enrolled, and all patients tested positive for nucleic acid before admission among these patients, 397 were discharged after reaching the discharge standard, 439 were transferred to designated hospital
due to basic disease or not reaching the discharge standard before the Hanyang MCB hospital being closed.

per day for the initial stage, while the data
dropped to 20-80 due to the decrease of
patients (Figure 4B). Over time, there were
about 50 patients discharged every day around
10 days later. The newly diagnosed patients
dropped dramatically, which demonstrated the
epidemic was controlled after one incubation
period of 14 days (Figure 1). No more patients
were admitted to the Hanyang MCH from that
time onwards.
Of all the patients, 836 patients were enrolled
except 192 patients who were transferred to
the designated hospital upon admission or with
incomplete clinical data, and nucleic acid tests
were carried out for all patients before admission. Of the 836 patients admitted to the hospital, there were 384 males (45.93%), and 452
females (54.07%), 7 patients aged less than 18
years old (0.84%), 738 patients aged between
18 and 65 years old (88.28%), and 91 patients
aged ≥65 years old (10.89%). In the course of
treatment in the hospital, 397 patients had
negative nucleic acid results and the median
time was 10.00 days (P25 8.00 days, P75
15.00 days). They were discharged with a median length of stay of 18.00 days (P25 12.00
days, P75 21.00 days, Table 2). Besides, 439
patients (52.51%) were transferred to designated hospitals for further treatment totally due to
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the severity of COVID-19 infections or other
underlying diseases.
Organizational structure of mobile cabin hospitals: Like other mobile cabin hospital, Hanyang
MCH had a complete organizational structure
to ensure their operation. Hubei Women and
Children Healthcare Centre was in charge of
overall management, and different medical
teams were responsible for supplementary
examination, hospital infection control and
medical administration, respectively. The local
government served as district general commander. In addition, a local designated hospital
was prepared to receive transferred patients.
A volunteer system consisting of caring people
and activists from each medical unit was established to serve as unit leaders to assist in
management.
Preventive measures for nosocomial infections
in Hanyang Mobile Cabin Hospital: There were
some measures to ensure no nosocomial infections in Hanyang MCH. First, The application of
the “three zones and two passages” described
above, in reconstruction of MCH help Seperate
not only the medical staff and patients but also
the polluted and clear area, minimizing the risk
of nosocomial infections,although there was
still a deficiency that airflow direction could not
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be guaranteed from clean zone to contaminated zone. Second, special nosocomial infection
teams were formed to oversee medical staff
and other non-medical staff (e.g. security and
cleaning staff) in a 24 h manner. Third, no
material was permitted to be taken out of the
contaminated zone. The data were taken in
form of pictures and transferred to headquarters outside the cabin hospital. Last but not the
least, medical staff returned to their designated hotels after work instead of going home,
ensuring that they would not spread the virus to
their family members. Furthermore, medical
staff were forbidden to take in any food and
drinks without doffing PPE; once they went
back to their residency after work, they conducted immediate personal hygiene, including
bathing, eye, ear, mouth and washing the nose
before eating; and timely disinfection of clothing were performed in order to block contamination and infection.
The patients’ livelihoods were safeguarded in
MCH: MCH must safeguard the daily lives
and guarantee the livelihoods of all patients,
including security guarantee, hygiene, activities, entertainment, etc. Firstly, during the hospitalization and quarantine period, the patients’
livelihoods including clothing, three meals a
day, bed linens, paper towels, and other daily
necessities, as well as heating systems for the
winter were fully managed by the government
for free. Secondly, safety protection measures
were implemented appropriately. In addition to
taking precautions for fire safety, a plenty of
security personnel were assigned. Furthermore,
appropriate spaces for activities like reading
rooms, entertainment areas and other facilities
were set up to assist in the patients’ daily recreation, thus ensuring their emotional well-being.
During the management of the patients, a volunteer system consisting of caring people and
activists from each medical unit was established to serve as unit leaders to assist in management. This enhanced the patients’ daily life
management efficiency and orderliness, while
also greatly reducing the pressure on medical
staff.
Treatment regime of patients in MCH: The combination of traditional Chinese and Western
medicine was adopted as the main treatment.
However, given the limited supply of drugs, the
preferred medications were based on traditional Chinese medicine, the easily available
3139

arborol, and drugs with fewer side effects.
Biochemical and other tests were not carried
out in the mobile cabin hospitals, and hence
the side effects of the drugs could not be fully
monitored, which was one of the limitations of
MCH. The special treatment approaches adopted in MCH included psychological treatment,
such as providing comfort, alleviation, and social activities. These measures could all effectively reduce patients’ mental anxiety, enhancing the enthusiasm of doctors and patients in
working harmoniously together to combat the
disease as well.
Discussion
Throughout human history, infectious diseases
posed a huge threat to mankind, killing millions
of people. The 1,918 Pandemic, the Black
Death, SARS, killed 50 million, 25 million and
744 people worldwide, respectively [18-20]. In
the course of history, there had been precedents using temporary hospitals to fight against
epidemics. For example, during the plague outbreak in Qin Dynasty, temporary buildings were
employed to quarantine patients so as to cut
off the source of infection, resulting in curbing
the spread of diseases effectively. Moreover, a
special infectious hospital (Xiaotangshan Hospital) was established in combating SARS in
China in 2003. Nevertheless, there has no
application of the cabin hospital in dealing with
an emergency of infectious diseases. COVID-19
was shown to be more highly infectious than
any other previous contagious disease [21, 22].
In this case, there had been over ten thousand
new cases in less than one month, causing an
emergency because medical resources could
not be increased accordingly. Home quarantine
was adopted extensively at an early stage in
China for mild patients [23, 24] but unfortunately it turned out to be ineffective due to the
consistent spread of the virus in households in
Wuhan. In order to cut off the source of infection thoroughly, China initiated to employ cabin
hospitals accompanied with a free treatment
strategy to achieve the aim of accepting all
infected patients, which was shown to be
extremely effective, leading to a curbing of the
epidemic in Wuhan in only two incubation period of 14 days. There were also other alternative
measures such as the use of hotels to provide
basic home care for patients with mild cases
in Korea, which might have provided a more
comfortable livelihood and privacy for patients.
Am J Transl Res 2022;14(5):3132-3142
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Otherwise, this kind of management could only
have worked in a setting with limited spreading
of the virus but would be difficult to cope with
an epidemic which had caused large scale
impact. Therefore, in the case of the widespread epidemic, the employment of cabin hospital maybe an alternative and effective measure to control the infectious diseases.
There were several benefits from the employment of MCH. With this kind of temporary hospital, all confirmed mild cases received compulsory quarantine, which decreased the number
of newly diagnosed cases and facilitated
centralized treatment by medical staff, which
allowed the rapid recovery for patients. On the
other hand, the severe cases developed from
those patients in MCH were identified at an
early stage and promptly treated in designated hospital effectively, causing a significant
increasing recovery probability. What is more,
sufficient beds in designated hospitals were
available for critically ill patients, as that centralized treatment could be performed effectively, leading to a dramatic decrease in mortality rate, and a significant increase recovery
rate from 14% to 89%, and thereby a gradual
increase in the number of cured and discharged
patients. In summary, after 2 incubation periods of using MCH to combat COVID-19, the epidemic was effectively curbed, the number of
cumulative cases dropped from its peak of
more than 80,000 to 14,000. So, all the MCH
completed their tasks and were closed before
Mar 10 [25].
In China, 34000 medical staff who aided in
Hubei province successfully controlled the
spreading of COVID-19 by adhering to the following points. Firstly, everyone was very cautious and attached great importance to it, so
they pursued the personal protection as rigorous as possible. Secondly, China took a series
of very strict measures to prevent the spread of
the virus. Due to the risk of aerosol transmission of the new coronavirus disease [26], all
possible transmission routes were cut off,
including different entry and exit routes for
medical staff and patients, three zones and
two channels constructed for prevention of
cross infection, 24 h supervision by special
team for reducing the risk of self-contamination
by PPE, strict three-level protection medical
personnel, timely cleaning after work and so
on. These measures may be regarded as exces3140

sive protection, but because of strict adherence, Chinese medical workers were protected
well with no cross infection rather than the
highly infected rate of about 16% in the United
States [27]. Therefore, these preventive measures were worth of reference for severe infectious diseases.
Although MCH had played an important role
in combatting COVID-19 in China, in our view,
some management strategies should be optimized: (1) A mature and rapid response management system for infectious disease should
be established. Although a powerful management team of MCH was organized by the emergency medical rescue team, there were many
defects in the working systems initially, it consumed much time because many strategies
were constantly honed due to immaturity. (2)
The structure of the medical staff can be
adjusted. Since most patients in MCH were
mild patients who could take care of themselves, the core problems of MCH operation
were quarantine, basic medical care, arrangement of life and daily management of the
patients. The demand of medical staff was not
necessarily high. For example, the number of
senior professional clinicians could be reduced
appropriately, and the number of junior doctors
of healthcare staff could be increased to do
general care observation, which can greatly
reduce the demand for medical personnel (3).
Leader patients chosen from each unit to help
manage the life of the patients was a useful
and effective method to improve management
efficiency of MCH and might also reduce the
cost and human resources. (4) Intelligent management links could be recommended if possible. Automatic simple COVID-19 electronic case
history system can be filled in before admission, and the increased use of video instruments in the ward round may greatly reduce
the exposure of medical staff as well as the use
of PPE.
However, mobile cabin hospitals also have several notable limitations. For example, they had
modest facilities, poor conditions for medical
treatment, and a low level of nosocomial infection protection. So, severe cases or patients
with worsened conditions or underlying diseases could not be well handled. Additionally, MCH
could not provide comfortable living condition
or secured privacy. Therefore, once the epidemic had eased, patient should be transferred to
Am J Transl Res 2022;14(5):3132-3142
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designated hospitals for further treatment as
soon as possible [28].

China. Tel: +86-18084717427; E-mail: 75493654@
qq.com

Other than the limitations of the mobile cabin
hospitals, there were also some limitations
in this study. Firstly, this was a temporary
experience in a special period, so descriptive
research was conducted because it could not
be compared with other methods. Secondly,
clinical data such as complete case history,
symptoms and signs could not be achieved well
in emergency status. Finally, basic research
including atmosphere virus concentration were
not pursued to discover the effect of prevention
of nosocomial infection of COVID-19. Some further research may be conducted to confirm the
most essential factors of running MCH for the
epidemics.
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